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to make everything right.

THE BAD MOOD AND THE STICK

nce there was a
bad mood and a stick.

The stick appeared
when a tree dropped it.
Where did the bad
mood come from?

And where is the bad
mood off to now?

You never know what is
going to happen.
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Who picked up the stick?
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Where did the bad
mood come from?
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How to Play
Bad Mood BINGO
PR E PA R E
Print out one blank BINGO card and one set of pictures for each player,
plus one extra set of pictures. Cut the extra set of pictures along the dotted
lines and put the pictures into a hat or bowl for the caller.

D I STR I B U TE
Ask each player to cut their set of pictures along the dotted lines and then
paste the pictures into their blank BINGO card in whatever order they choose.

CA L L
The caller should pull out one picture at a time from the
hat or bowl, describe it and show it to the players.

M A R K PI CTU R E
When a picture is called, each player should place a penny, rock or
something similaron the corresponding picture on their own card.

WINNING
The first player to make a predetermined pattern on their card
(for example, a line, a square, an X, etc) calls out BINGO!

